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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

The present day astronomy restores ite interest in stel-

lar interferometry* Thie interest rests, first of all, upon

an unprecedented extension of optical interferometers both

in resolution and sensitivity. Note that the angular resolu-

tion of the or&er of 10 seoonds has already been available

with the intensity interferometer at Narrabri, Australia

The interferometers being currently designed and built will

permit the resolution of 10"
4
 - 10~* seconds at the limiting

magnitudes in the range 7° to 13
й
 [1O,11,17»19?2OJ . Second-

ly, it owes to the recent development of a new method of

epeekle-interferometry which has aade possible the use of

single large-aperture telescopes in interferometric observa-

tions [7,17,18] .

Is a result, many thousand objects become observable.

Moreover, a number of fundamental stellar characteristics [7»

10,11,17] including in particular the data on the surface mo-

tion can be determined.

With such a background the study of coherent properties

of radiation from arbitrarily moving surfaoes seems of enor-

mous interest. Furthermore, it seems stimulating to approach

this from the viewpoint of general relativity since the ef-

fect due to gravitational fields in wich radiating cosmio

objects cxe moving may appear essential.

In Section 2 of the- present paper we will derive a for-



am la for the Mutual coherence function of radiation from the
above specified surfaces. It generalises the corresponding
conventional result known &n optics as the Van-Cittert-Zer-
nike theorem J_1,3,4j,for the case of sources moving arbitra-
rily in a curved space-time. In Section 3 we «ill employ the
formula in evaluating the effect of rotation of a star on co-
herent properties of its radiation*

2. RBLATITISTIC GENERALIZATICK OP THE [

VAH-CITTERT-ZHSHIKE THEOREM '

Since an electromagnetic field ie described by antiaym-
raetrlo tensor r

a
^ , the second order coherence in terms of

general relativity should be represented by the two-point cor-
relation tensor

Г,
where P

1
 and P &re the world points where the interferome-

ter reelevars are located, an asterisk denotes the complex
conjugation, and K»»^ means averaging over the ensemble of
th« field possible realisation» [3] •

In the source-free curved space-time j*5j ,

where О denotes the oovarlant wave operator, and
is the ourvature tensor* Since derivating and ensemble-avera-
ging procedures are commutative, the Г

а
 ^

f<
 J tensor satis-

fies two equation*



«here the operator indices 1 and 2 refer to oovariant deriva-
tion in the corresponding point, and which can be unified ae
follows

Bqs (5) and (4) are too complicated for a straightforward so-
lution. Therefore, we will search for an approximate one and
make in what follows the conventional assumptions as to (i)
the extended object under consideration radiates ia a nonco-
herent way, (ii) the radiation is nonpolarised, (ill) the ra-
diation spreading from the source to the interferometer obeys
the geometrical optics laws, (iv) the size of the source and
the length of the interferometer baseline are small in compa-
rison with the distance to the source, (v) the space-time our-
vatura does not affect measurements, that is, the points P

1

and P
%
 are located closely to each other so that both of the

interferometer relievers lie within the same local referenoe
system*

Let the extended radiating source be a eurfaee, eaoh ele-
ment of which moves with the velocity being, generally, a
function of the Internal coordinates of this surface. The so-
urce moves In a certain gravitational field the origin of
which is beyond our discussion. Consider the radiation from aa
elementary area §0* of the source. Let f>(x*) be the phase
function corresponding to the radiation from a point source
matching $<T . Within geometrio-optlos approximation an
electromagnetic tensor describing the radiation from §0* is
given by

(
x
 ) =\f (5)

where N is the large invariant parameter in the &iia* of a
characteristic frequency, f (x*) denotes the complex tensor,
field which varies slowly as oompared with the exponent fac-
tor, С ie the light velocity, X* - oertain space-time ooor-
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dinatoe. In geometrical optics the 4-veotor

deteraines the congruence of the leotroplo geodesies orthogo-

nal to the hyperaurfaeie of * constant phases $(x )~ const .

If a la the canonloal parameter along the laotropie geodesicj

then

where D=d/dtiS к*¥
л
 i« the operator of covariant derivation

along the «его geodeaica, d*- (1/2)^
л
к

л
 ia the oongruenee

expanaioa parameter. Since -D$
=:
-k

a
.fc.*

=
0, tenaor F"

fita Eq.(7) too

given by (9) in another

form. For this purpose parallel with the %' coordinates we

will introduce apecial со ordinal; ее 3 t У * ( °^ •1»2,3),

where 3 it the phaae function, and y* are arbitr&ry. Let

the oomponente of r with reapeot to the x coordinates be

specified as the functions of p and у i

that can be rewritten in terms of the Fourier expansion as

do)

v *

where U denotes the unit time-like vector field fixing a

certain reference eyetea, and y' is in the sense of frequen-

cy iiisured in this system by the local observer. Actually,
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where

is the proper time along the world line &* such the observer,

bence Eq.(1O) translates into

v+Sv

(11)
I i" I К I S I I

V

and looallj corresponds to a conventional expansion in moao-

ohromatic waves. Note that Bq,(9) should be written for the

components of F* with respect to the observer's tetrad but

this is cot essential in the case. With the substitution У+У

for v' in Eg,(10) the result comes from the comparison of Eg.

In Eg»(12) we assume that

> > . (13)

Therefore, Eq.(io) describes a quaslnonoehroeatio radiation

whose mean frequency is У .

lithin geometrical optics approxiaatlon aa eleotroaagne-

tic field is ieotxopic, that is, in a local reference шушЪт

the electric and magnetic vectors are equal and orthogonal*

Then for a fixed 4-rector к* the F
e
 tensor has only two la-

dependent components. In observer's reference system V the

4-veotor of the electric field is given by

It should be noted tliat

E
*

k =
 •



because of the fiel£ ieotropy. The latter equation indicates

that the magnetic field in the case considered yeilda no com-

plementary information.

If E (Pjan&E^Pjar* the tetradic components of the

electric field ensured at the points ̂  and P^ by the 8<f

element then second order coherence at these points ia quite

sufficiently characterised by the matrix

** < E^fa) E
which» in case the radiation ie partially polarised, haa

no more than 2x2=4 independent components. Sinoe we have as-

sumed the radiation to be nonpolarised Eqn(16) can be trans-

formed into

where

L1/2
(18)

denotes the scalar quantity of the field. Proa £qs (6), (14)t
(15) and (18) the following equation cornea for the transfer

of E along the «его geodesic

where the U vector should be specified in such a way so

that to equal 4-velooity U * of the source at the initial

point and 4-velocity V* of the interferometer at the final

one. Integrating Eq.(19) the field induced at the P: (j •

1,2) point by element So
1
 is

Е
°

(20)
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where U
0
 is the canonical parameter corresponding to the

unit proper distance from the об element, E
o
 denotes the

field intensity at this distance, jSj * y £ ere the coordi-
nates of $<f at the instant of radiation, 5: , yf are the
coordinates of rj at thd Instant of the signal reception.
It must be noted that r^ in %q.(20) aeasures the distance to
the source. It matches the conventional distance when the
source and interferometer are fixed with respect to each
other in a flat space. We have oaitted the label j at U ,
V and Гф in virtue of assumptions (iv) and (v).

Consider now the case where the observations are carried

out at the frequency in the range У to ytSv , where oV<£V »
The corresponding frequency characteristics relative to the
reference system of the source are Vtf and 8^ * Obviously,

8v kaV
A

)<6U *

Expressing £ 0 of Eq. (20) in the form of expansion 1; ie that
given by Eq.(iO), and then introduoting Sq.(20) into B%.<17)«
w e obta4n

In evaluating S T ^ f S ^ y * ^ , it ie convenient to инке ths
change of variables
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< 1 „ ч ' 1 "

Н> *" 2 ̂ о ' *•> ~̂  ° "̂  X ° -*

во that

leadUe to
 v 8

(26)

y
. 2*^eV (

У
«

+
J-»У°*.У

 e
*P r/ir / r ) ^ " '

«here.

(27)

Hot* that th* tnt«rn&l integral in Eq.(26) envolves only the

low fr«qu«DO7 basaonioa and valuae 5/ "̂ ^ У ^ *
 i n
 азсог-

dane* with our «aauaptions, eligbtly depend on the labelJ «

Therefore
t
 Sq.(26) can be rewritten so that

«here
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1я in the sense of the spectral power of the radiation created

by the 8 <f element. The dependence of S<3 on $ and y* is a

good evidence that 8(? varies along the geodesic of the source

If the latter is not stationary. In Eq.(28) £ and yfef the
source coordinates at the Instant of radiation, and /S andy*
are the interferometer ones at the instant of the signal re-
ception. For the sake of brevity we will omitt in what follows
the arguaents £> , у"

 f
 у*~ implying that the moaents of radia-

tion and reception are synchronized by the isotropic geodesic.

)To relate $Ц(Ур) to photometric Indices consider the case,

where the points £ and Р
г
 coincide. Then /S, = $

г
 »

 a D d

(зо)

i s the flux of the radiation from the 8<T element. For the ob-
server fixed with respect to Sc at the unit distance г*,— 1 ,
к V f trr/c«^ l a n d Bq.(50) transforms into

On the other hand,

where X.^9
 den0

*
es
 *

be
 Proper spectral intensity (the surface

brightness) of the §6* element at the unit distance along the

^"•-direction, and d<y is the projection of 8<r on the plan*

orthogonal to the direction of radiation. The comparison of

Eqe (31) and (52) shows that

Introducting Eq.(35) into Eq.(29) and translating by seans of

Eq.(2£) the frequencies ffleasured relative to the eource ref#-
«o«A* »of An into thone with respect to the interferoaeter
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one. we obtains

where 8v denotes the bandwidth of the interfercaeter receivers.
This equation determines the mutual coherence function of ra-
diation from an infinitely small surface element 8<5\ Taking
into account the earlier assumption as to the incoherence of
the uouroe, we can calculate the P

1 2
 function for the entire

source by integrating Bq.(34) over the total visible surface
of the source

Thus, we arrive at the final formula

where

(37)

б
is the spectral mutual coherence function of radiation from

the surface moving is the gravitational field. It implies the
relativistlc generalization of the Van-Cittert - Zernlke theo-
rem. 1 more satisfactory expression is obtained by Introducing
the complex degree of coherence

where F
1t
(v) « Ц

а
0{) denotes the spectral flux of radiation.

The function (38) means the following i.1»3.*J « the modulus
of 2T

(S
 is the measure of the interference pattern contrast,
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that ie, it equals th-> fringe visibility» and the phase of fa

determines the locations of thefriage maxima* It should be

kept in mind, that values J and tic in Eqe. ($«?; ш б (37) are

measured relative to the eouroe reference system, and the ins-

tants of radiation and reception are synchronised by the ieo»

tropic geodesies»

In addition, we will express ЪсГ ia an explioit fora. If

X^x- <*4* (39)

is the tenBor of the source surface element, then

. died -L*tcd3 /JO***, \K

«here £ - c denotes the Leri-Civita symbol (e -(-$)/.
In Eqs. (35) and (37) the range of integration ie specified by
the condition

dO. (41)

As for the calculation of the difference *^I"SL in the phase
function, it can be approximated by

where

is the difference of the coordinates of the /̂  and (\ points
Finally, it is worthwhile to note the conditions of the

application of Eqe05) and (37)* First of all, Eq.(13) aust
be valid since these formulae are true only for the case of
quasimonochroaatic radiation. Then the 3, — 3 a difference
must be ineignifleant so that the signal delay (S^-^)c (kj
should not exceed the coherence time measured by 1/5V , that



is, the unequality

is to be valid. In practice, for the most cases vhich are of

interest these conditions as «ell as assumptions (A) - (v)

лге inherent.

3. COHERUri
1
 JBOFSRTIES OF RADIATION

STAR

The direct measurement of rotational velocities of stars

provides a valuable observational check on the theoretical

radels of stare and is of interest in some other aetrophyв1-

eal aspects» Tbe routine method of such a measurement rests

upon Doppler broadening of the spectral lines and permits de-

termination only of the V$mQ
c
 quantity, «here V is the equa-

torial velocity, and $
9
 is the angle between the axis of the

star and the sky plane.

In this section «e «ill show that,in principle, interfero-

metric observations enable one to determine the orientation

of the rotational axis projection on the sky plane and the

direction of rotation as «ell as the V$md
0
 quantity. For

simplicity «e shall consider a nonrelativistic star. In this

case radiation spreads in a flat space-time, and r^ of Eq.(38)

can be related to a conventional distance.

For a point source in a flat apace, the 9
1
 parameter of

the congruence of ieotropic geodesies is equal to а"
1
 [б] ,

«here the canonical parameter a is counted off the source.

Then, according to Eq.(21),

Since u
e
 corresponds to the unit proper distance from the

element and (k
a
U*)<*»= 1 , hence
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Let X t be the orthogobftl. 4-coordinates of d& ftt the inetftnt
of radiation and X * bo th« 4-eoordlMfttea of the interferome-
ter ftt the Inetftnt of the eignal reception» they are related
to each other ae

Oonvolutlng (47) with 4-velocitj V' of the interferometer we
obtain

and assume «leo that ftXl the measurements are referred to the
sjstem where the interferometer it fixed, that is» V = b9 .
In Bq.(48) L denotes the ape.ee distance between the source
at the instant of radiation and the interferometer ftt the in-
stant of the signal reception. From the comparison of Eqs (45)
and (47) there follows

L- (49>

Thus, for the case of flat space we can rewrite £4.(37) in the
form more suitable for applications

It should be noted that Eq.(5O) is true also for the oaee of
curve* apace-time if L denotes the distance in accordance
with tii« visible sice (see, for example £i6j )•

Let us calculate now the complex degree of coherence of
radiation from a rotating star» It ia convenient to regard

et«r лт a sphere so that the effects of



the surface motion art manifested explicitly* The effects of
stellar flattening OR coherent properties of radiation are
considered in [J4,15j • We will introduoe the Cartesian X ,
У t 2 coordinates, the origin of wbioh ooinoldes with the

center of the star, and the 2Г axis is oriented bo the inter-
ferometer. Parallel, we will introduce the spherical f , 9 ,
vf> coordinates related to X , Y , Z In a conventional Ban-
ner. If r

0
 ie the radius of the star, and R denotes the dis-

tance from the star to the interferometer, then

r
0
 « R (51)

and in Bq.(50) the variation of Zi across the surface of the
star is negligible so tlat

L « R. (52)

If we assume that the etar rotates unifonly with a slow an-
gular velooltj Л then the vector of line&r velocity for the
point on the surface of the star is determined by

V , C (53)

Preserving only linear with respeot to Щ/с quantities the
4-vector of velocity can be written as

For the components of the wave К 4-veetor oriented to the
observer we have

I Then with allowance for the V ~ 8
Q
 equality and condition (52)

we obtains .

( 5 6 )
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where

', (57)

v , y> denote the angular coordinates of the point on the
stellar surfaoe with respeot to the fixed external reference
system, and $0 ,*f9 are the spherloal coordinates of the direc-
tion of the rotational axis. In Bq.(5O) the integrand is taken
over the visible f?oa the observing point patch <f ot the stel-
lar surfaoe. Thed** element is given by Bq.(40) whioh taking
into account Bo.* (51), transform into (58)t

0464\ , 0^^<2ac. (58)

Hots that though Bq.(56) is accurate relative to & it ie in-
dependent of the rotational velocity, and dcf , given by Eq.
(56) coincides with de on a nonrotating sphere. This does neb
occur in internal coordinates rigidly related to the eurfaee
of the star. We find difference in the values of the phase
function at the reoeptlon points froa Iqs, (42) and (55) asau-
ning

(59)

«here q is the length of the baseline of the interferoaeter.
Then

(60)

«here
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Substitutlng Bqs. (52), (56)* (58) and (60) In Eq.(5i) and in-
troducing a new integrational variable p % si* 6 we obtain a
linear with reapeot to |3 approximation for the spectral mu-
tutual coherence function of radiation from a rotating star

1%

о о
Proa Eq.(62), as well as from geometricconeideratlona one can
easily obtain the following characterletioe of the Г

1г
 func-

tion

Eq.(63)eetabliehee,ij3 particular, that V
1z
 la veal if the

star does not rotate or the rotational axis colnoidee with
the line of eight (in both cases /3=r0 ), or if the angle ft
between the projection of the axis on the sky plane and the
interferoaeter baseline equals 0 or JPC • In all other eases
P

1 2
 is complex*

For simplicity we will suppose the surface brightness
I
c
(y)to be independent of direction, that is the limb darke-

ning is absent is all subsequent discussions. Consider the
oase where X. is a smooth function of frequency. Then the in-
tegrand of Eq.(62) can be expanded in powers of ft . Confi-
ning to two first terms of this expansion and integrating we
obtain

whereJ,(x) and J±(x) denote the Beesel'a functions of the first
kind. The corresponding equation for the complex degree of
coherence becomes
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Obviouely, the condition of the application of Bqs.(6<0 and
(65) ie

Th« first term in Eq.(65) deseribes the degree of coherence
of radiation from a nonrotating star, the surface brightness
of which is uniformly distributed over the disk £l»3i*J » and
the seoondone gives the correction connected with rotation.
Bq.(65) demonstrates that at least in the approximation under
consideration (we *I11 show in what follows that this is true
in general ease too), if у

д
ф0

}
ЗС

 Ь
 then ̂  does not equal

«его at any %. since seroes of the Bessel
f
s functions do not

coincide at тсфО [г] . Approximately at the same values of

the interferometer baseline where|^
|a
| becomes & zero for a

nonrotating star, for a rotating one this value is minimus.

Thus if fbiinif^Q , the fringe pattern appears at any length

of the interferometer baseline, the fringes being more or less

visible. Hote that a factor aymsetrioal relative to the pro-

jection of the rotational axis of a star on the sky plane (for

instance, the stellar flattening, limb darkening» etc.) oan

not cause an analogous effect. Varying the orientation of the

baseline of the interferometer it is possible to determine

the position corresponding to the «его of Interference, there-

by determining the orientation of the projection of the rota-

tional axis on the sky plane.

Generally speaking, determining the phase of y ^ from

the observations of the fringe maxima is a difficult task £
4J . In case it is solved, then, as it follows from Bq.(63),
the sign properties of the phase will permit to determine the
direction of rotation for this star.

Under the condition (6.6) the values of minima of the mag-
nitude /yt2> | «and,consequently, the magnitudes of the corres-
ponding remaining contrasts of interferometric picture(fringe
vialbilit,y.)are proportional to /£ and they are very small.
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Henoe, they are not distinguished tvo* the apparatus noise,
and, practically, the behaviour of Ix^i

 i e t h e a a s e f o r bo
*

h

rotating and nonrotating stars. According to lq.(65) the ef-
fect of stellar rotation on the coherenoe of its radiation
increases for rapidly rotating stars or for those tho surface
brightness of which sharply depends on the frequency of their
rauiatlon. Since the equatorial velocities of aost stars are
within a few hundred кшв. per second which permit £ no sore'
than 2•10"' Г9] , hence there is only one way to lnorease the
effects of rotation, that is at the expanoe of the sharp fre-
quency dependence of the brightness. Therefore, it is ef inte-
rest to calculate the complex degree of coherenoe for the ob-
servation at a spectral line within which the brightness
sharply depends on the frequency. For definltnees, let us
consider a Gaussian shaped absorption line. The spectral sur-
faoe brightness within this line say be represented by

= 1-г«р[-^-О*/^*0],
where the continuum intensity Is taken to equal the unit» У

#

denotes the frequency at the line center, <f denotes the va-
rianoe, and Г is the relative depth of the line. Row, to
evaluate Sq.(62), we will change the variables

(68)

Introduce the Intensity given by (67), and talcs the Integral

over Z
 t
 leading to

^;(69)

where A

(70)
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factors A , В and С are given by

Numerical integration of £qs.(69) - (71) have permitted
detemisatioa of v ^ as- a function of the interferometer ba-
seline, the rotational velocity of the star, angle <pp of the
baseline orientation, frequency displacement V-V# relative
to the oenter of the line, and variance & of this line. The
results are shown in Figs, 1-7, where, for convience, we have
substituted wavelengtb.ee for frequencies. It should be noted
that the corresponding change of the variable la Eq«(67)leads
to

= 1 - r (72)

where # = AAe«/c , For 3 r « A , the profile of the line dif-
fers from a gauesias-shaped one insignificantly, so that <5"
say be regarded as a variance* In our calculations the obser-
ving wavelength equaled 4000 A .

In Fig«1 we show the dependence of |уц/ on the length
of the interferometer baseline for the case where the rotatio-
nal velocity of the star is 200 kms/aeo, the projection of
rotational axis is orthogonal to the interferometer baseline,
&

s
1/f i AA<*A-A

4

S
&$* • The analogous curve is also shown

for a nonrotating star. The comparison of the curves reveals
that the ourve for the rotating star has no вегоеа and exceeds
the curve for the statio star ty 5 times in the region of the
secondary maximum.

Fig.2 displays the dependence of/^
tl
J on the positional

angle of the interferometer baseline• The peak difference
between functions/^(x}] both for the rotating and nonrota-
ting star «appears at (f

e
*#/2 % when<p

o
m 0 they coincide. In

all cases, exoept for f
o
 - 0, ̂

n
 has no seroes.

The dependence of v^. on the length &~£ orientation of
the interferometer baseline appears the soet representative
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when considered in the f<tf
z
- plane, where f*xco*^, J ^ = ^

If fcllowa from Bq.(5O) that the JJ function la, in faot, a

Fourler-laaga of the reduced to the interferoaeter reference

systea radiation intensity of the atar aa a function of the

coordinate* of the aky plan*. That i**X
n
(fc,fz) t* * Fourier-

iaage of a rotating atar. For a particular c*ee, the lsoliner;

of the aodolus and the phaae of such a Fourier-iaage in the

fif
x
 -piano are given in figa. 5 and 4. The shape of theae

lines essentially deviate* fro» the central syaaetry which

is charaettristic for a static case. Besides, Pig.? reveale

ttet Ifaij ie aero only at isolated points located in "depree-

a&ma" on the f^ axis, fhe aeeondary aaxlaa in the f^f
z
 -

9lane are two isolated "heights", the tops of which are loca-

%9& fes the f
z
 axle. Therefore» the entire Fourier-iaage of a

sotatiag atar ie stretched along the f
t
 axis, i.e. along the

equator of the atar.

Ш ia of interest also to consider the dependence of

о в Д ^ / Ъ й
в
. 71g.5 displays curves Jf

tt
(se)|at %= ^

the different ••lues of Д Л . Iaapection of the figure eue-

geste that She curves critically depend on Д<Д • Thic aay be

effectively moed at the obeervatione since the observer can

^ary 6 Д • I® -
l7
is.6 we show the |^

JZ
(x)| curves at fixed or and

(&Л • for diffoseat velocities of rotation. The behaviour of

the curves essentially varies with varying velocity. This

fact peraits detesnisatlon of the rotational velocities of

atars ehith the аесш?а@у up to ЪЪ»ьт6
в
 factor.

It should be notefl that for the velocities of rotation

within & few hundred less/sec or less, which are characteris-

tic for most stara, the у function is invariant with res-

pect to the transforaatione

const p>
 >
 <r'•+ censt<T ̂  bk)i-^ const Л A . (73)

This invarlance breaks at rapid rotation. Formally, for any

star, even for that with extreaely slow rotation, the valuea

of er* and ДА can be chosen so that the effects of rotation
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on the interferometrio observations will be rather significant.

The above assertion is Illustrated 1ц Pig.7, «here the diagram

of the |y
ia
) function ie given for the atar rotating at the

velocity of 15 tans/sec, and the variance of the observing line

ie 0.1 A.

It should be borne in mind that the above results are

referred to the observations within an infinitely narrow spect-

ral- interval, that is to the monochromatic observations. If

the observing spectral interval sufficiently exceeds С , then,

in practice, the rotational effects disappear. Therefore, the

possibility of practical application of the given method de-

pends on the permissible bandwidth of the observation at which

the rotation effects still exist and on the potential of mo-

dern instruments. Since the accuracy of modern interferometers

is within 1r5% £20] they permit to distinguish the y u func-
tion for the rotating and nonrotating star if their modules dif-
fer by the order of 0.05 or more.we have evaluatedN Ifor a
few different spectral bandwidths of the observations. For
this purpose Eq.(62) has been integrated in frequency over
these spectral integrals.In calculations,the equatorial rota-
tional velocity of the star was taken to be 200 kme/sec,£ =

» & /\=O.bAwThe results are shown in Pig.8. An inspection
of Fig.8 suggests that for bandwidths of 1 and 2 A the\у^Ск)!
curves are close for a monochromatic case, at bandwidths of

и

3 and 4 A they still have the featires characteristic of ro-

tation effects, and at 10A the curve for the rotating star

practically coincides with the curve for a static star.

Note, that the bandwidths are Halted from below by Inter-

ferometer sensitivities. However, we hope that the bandwidth of

1T5A will be available with modern interferometers. For ins-

tance, the prototype of modern Hichelaon stellar interferome-

ter currently built, in Australia will have the bandwidth in the

range from 1 to 10 A[i2j . The sensitivity llait for a large

interferometer of the same type is 7* at the bandwidth of

0»5 £(ii3 . High sensitivity equalling 1?" In interferometrio
observation of the many-telescope array being built in France
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[17J evidences that the observations at such narrow spectral
interval are possible «1th this instrument.

We note finally that our calculations of the coaplex co-
herence degree of rotating star radiation deaonstrate the pos-
sibility of determining interferoaetrioally the paraaatera of
stellar rotation* Determination of the orientation of the ro-
atlonal axle projection is of prime interest since, practi-

cally» it can act be obtained by any method} ?n the other hand,
the knowledge of this characteristic la vital in considering
magnetic atar», genetically related stellar groups and etar
clusters, binary and multiple «tars, in searching the black
holes as coaponenta of multiple systems, etc. From the Tie* -
point of theoretical grounding, la finding the orientations
of the rotational axes the results of approximate solution
obtained hare «ill be quite sufficient.

As for accurate determination of rotational velocities,
the complex coherence degree for a real stellar modal muet be
considered accounting of a certain line profile, stellar class,
limb darkening, polar flattening, differential rotation, gra<*
Titational darkening, etc., that is, the theoretical approach
Ilka that used at relooity determinations by spactral methods
] must be involved.

The authors are grateful to prof. A.F.Bogorodsky for tha
valuable remarks and discassions of tha results of the paper.
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10

Pig.2. Function Iу, (x)j for different interferometer
baee orientations <p9 .

1 s 0.5 A, V e 200 kms/5tc.



Fig.3. The Fourier iaage of a rotating
atar. The coherence decree aodu-
lua ieolinea, f

%
 ia a direction

of the rotational axle.

А. *



tig Л, The Courier lsag* of a rotating a tar. The
coherence degree phaae ieolinee./

f
 ia r.

direction of the rotational axie.

A ДЛ= 0.5Д, V-200 kms/sec.
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Function |ул(Ц)( *<*
Telocity V • 15 to»/*»e.



Pig.8. Function \][
1г
(я)\ tar different

spectral bandwidth* 8Л of the
interferometer.

V a 200 kms/sec.
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